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Block Modeling with Connected Fault-Network Geometries and a Linear
Elastic Coupling Estimator in Spherical Coordinates
by Brendan J. Meade and John P. Loveless

Abstract

Geodetic observations of interseismic deformation provide constraints
on the partitioning of fault slip across plate boundary zones, the spatial distribution
of both elastic and inelastic strain accumulation, and the nature of the fault system
evolution. Here we describe linear block theory, which decomposes surface velocity
fields into four components: (1) plate rotations, (2) elastic deformation from faults
with kinematically consistent slip rates, (3) elastic deformation from faults with spatially variable coupling, and (4) homogeneous intrablock strain. Elastic deformation
rates are computed for each fault segment in a homogeneous elastic half-space using
multiple optimal planar Cartesian coordinate systems to minimize areal distortion and
triangular dislocation elements to accurately represent complex fault system geometry.
Block motions, fault-slip rates, elastic coupling, and internal block strain rates are
determined simultaneously using a linear estimator with constraints from both geodetically determined velocity fields and geologic fault-slip rate estimates. We also
introduce algorithms for efficiently implementing alternative fault-network geometries to quantify parameter sensitivity to nonlinear perturbations in model geometry.

Introduction
Understanding the partitioning of deformation in the continental crust at plate boundary zones is crucial for assessing
the balance between seismic moment release and interseismic
strain accumulation, identifying whether or not crustal deformation processes are consistent over geologic and geodetic
time scales, and providing the velocity constraints that
dynamic models may be tested against. Wide aperture and
spatially dense Global Positioning System (GPS) networks
provide measurements of nominally interseismic crustal velocities at the Earth’s surface averaged over 1–15 yr intervals,
with a typical precision of < 2 mm=yr, and are the primary
source of kinematic data used to constrain plate boundary
zone deformation processes. Geodynamic models used to
explain these data in actively deforming continental regions
can generally be divided into four categories: (1) continuum,
(2) microplate, (3) fault/earthquake cycle, and (4) block
models. To put our work into context, we review these approaches and consider how each has been applied to contemporary geodetic observations of both geodynamic and
earthquake processes.
Continuum descriptions of active plate boundary zones
represent surface velocities using either spherical interpolation methods (e.g., Haines and Holt, 1993; Shen-Tu et al.,
1999; Holt et al., 2000) or viscous rheologies (e.g., Molnar
and Gipson, 1996; Flesch et al., 2000, 2001; England and
Molnar, 2005) as effective means of approximating the motions of the possibly large number of lithospheric blocks

where an explicit representation of each might be considered
impractical (e.g., Molnar, 1988). This work has exploited the
thin viscous sheet approximation (England and McKenzie,
1982) as an effective model for the bulk lithosphere. Thin
viscous sheet models have provided insight into the relative
importance of the forces that drive lithospheric deformation
(England and Houseman, 1986, 1989; England and Molnar,
1997) but do not allow for mechanically meaningful interpretations of geodetic velocity fields. In general, continuum
models do not explicitly account for earthquake cycle processes including postseismic deformation and interseismic
elastic strain accumulation (Liu and Bird [2008] is a notable
exception). Moreover, analytic and computational studies of
the lithospheric behavior that consider the interactions
between a finite thickness elastic upper crust and a viscous
(or viscoelastic) lower layer have demonstrated that steadystate surface velocity fields do not provide diagnostic information about the distribution of deformation throughout the
viscous layer, which constitutes the bulk of the lithosphere
(Savage, 2000; Zatman, 2000; Hetland and Hager, 2004).
Microplate models also do not consider earthquake
cycle effects but are predicated on the assumption that geodetically observed velocities result from the rotation of a
finite number of crustal microplates (e.g., Shen et al., 2005;
Thatcher, 2007). In other words, these models are a direct
application of plate tectonic theory to continental tectonics.
This class of models explicitly includes localized fault zones
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and predicts discrete velocity discontinuities across these
zones. While geological slip rate estimates are based on the
observation of displacements across localized structures, discrete velocity discontinuities across fault zones are rarely
seen in geodetic observations of interseismic deformation.
Instead, geodetic velocities across active faults are generally
characterized by gradual velocity gradients (e.g., Savage and
Burford, 1973), and thus microplate models are often constrained only by GPS data away from faults where it is assumed that earthquake cycle processes are negligible (e.g.,
Thatcher, 2007).
In contrast, models of fault and earthquake cycle processes typically assume that geodetically observed velocity
fields result from the elastic behavior of the upper crust and
viscoelastic behavior of the lower crust/upper mantle. The
mechanical concept underlying these models is that, during
the interseismic part of the seismic cycle, either localized slip
(Savage and Burford, 1973) or viscoelastic relaxation (Nur
and Mavko, 1974; Savage and Prescott, 1978; Savage, 2000)
below the seismogenic layer exert a stress on the elastic
upper crust and causes it to deform. In general, viscoelastic
earthquake cycle models predict time-dependent surface
motions. However, in the limiting case where the ratio of
the earthquake repeat interval to the Maxwell time (dynamic
viscosity divided by shear modulus) is < 1, fault parallel
velocity profiles deviate negligibly from the steady-state expectation (e.g., Savage and Prescott, 1978; Savage, 2000;
Hilley et al., 2005). Earthquake cycle models have been used
to explain geodetic observations in continental settings such
as the San Andreas fault (Savage and Burford, 1973; Feigl
et al., 1993), the Himalayan Range Front, and southern Tibet
(Bilham et al., 1997; Jouanne et al., 2004; Feldl and Bilham,
2006), as well as mixed continental–oceanic settings found at
subduction zones including Cascadia (Savage, 1983; Flück
et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2003) and Japan (Le Pichon et al.,
1998; Mazzotti et al., 2000). This class of models has
also been widely used to make comparisons with geologically estimated fault-slip rates (e.g., Segall, 2002), image the
geometry of active faults (e.g., Harris and Segall, 1987), and
assess the spatial distribution of fault coupling (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 2005).
The effects of both earthquake cycle processes and block
(or microplate) motions are combined in block models. In
these models, motion due to multiple rotating blocks is supplemented by elastic deformation due to fault slip at block
boundaries without the a priori assumption that one effect
or the other dominates the observed velocity field. Early block
models (Matsu’ura et al., 1986; Hashimoto and Jackson,
1993) estimated block motions and fault-slip rates independently and were kinematically inconsistent in the sense that
the fault-slip rates contributing to elastic deformation were
not a function of block motions or were permitted to be strike
slip only (Bennett et al., 1996, 1997). Souter (1998) allowed
fault-slip rates to be defined by differential block motion at the
faults defining block boundaries, implicitly satisfying the
path integral velocity constraint (e.g., Minster and Jordan,
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1987) for arbitrarily dipping faults in three dimensions with
multiple slip components. While kinematically consistent slip
rates predict smooth interseismic velocity transitions from
block to block, they fail to allow enough variation in apparent
elastic coupling to accurately model the partially coupled
behavior of subduction zones (e.g., Savage, 1983; Flück et al.,
1997; Genrich et al., 2000; McCaffrey et al., 2000).
McCaffrey (2005) introduced homogeneous internal block
strain as a proxy for distributed deformation that provides
a means of quantifying deformation associated with unresolved structures.
Here we extend block theory (Matsu’ura et al., 1986;
Hashimoto and Jackson, 1993; Souter, 1998; Bennett et al.,
1996, 1997; Murray and Segall, 2001; McCaffrey, 2002;
Meade and Hager, 2005) using spherical geometry with
locally optimal coordinate transformations, triangular dislocation elements (TDEs) for accurately representing threedimensional fault system geometry, and a linear estimator
to simultaneously solve for block motions, kinematically
consistent (fully coupled) fault-slip rates, and effective elastic coupling coefficients. A linear solution is advantageous
over previously used nonlinear approaches because it allows
for an analytic solution given a fault-network configuration,
and the calculation of model sensitivities and formally propagated uncertainties is straightforward. We also introduce an
unsupervised algorithm for determining the connectivity and
relative orientations of the fault and block system based on
the fault segment geometry alone, facilitating the analysis of
a wide range of geometrically complex models. To demonstrate the decomposition of a geodetically observed velocity
field, we use the GeoNet data from Japan and a nationwide
block model (Loveless and Meade, 2009).

Linear Block Theory
Block theory is a method for decomposing a geodetically observed velocity field into block motion, elastic,
and homogeneous intrablock deformation components. We
describe the east, north, and up (ENU) components of the
quasistatic nominally interseismic velocity, v~ I , recorded at
each GPS station (with the geographical longitude, latitude,
and height coordinates x~  θ; ϕ; RT ; where R is the Earth’s
radius) as the sum of three tectonic processes: (1) block rotation, (2) elastic strain accumulation, and (3) internal block
deformation,
v~ I  v~ B  v~ E  v~ ϵ :

(1)

(See Table A1 for a list of symbols used.) To illustrate how a
smooth interseismic velocity field may result from the combined effects of block motion and elastic strain accumulation
processes, we develop a simple two block model in flat Cartesian space with vertical faults locked to a depth of 15 km
(Fig. 1). The 150 × 150 km internal block moves northward
at 100 mm=yr relative to the fixed external block (Fig. 1a).
Differential block motions are 100 mm=yr at each of the four
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Figure 1. Block motions, elastic, and interseismic deformation in a simple two-block model. (a) The gray velocity vectors show a
northward translation of the interior block at 1 mm=yr. The black dashed line shows the four fault segments that define the boundary between
the two blocks. Differential block motion at the block boundaries left-lateral, right-lateral, divergent, and convergent fault slip at the west,
east, south, and north boundaries, respectively. Tensile dislocations are used to calculate the elastic deformation associated with the divergent
and convergent margins. In this simple model, fault-slip rates are given by differential block motions on vertical fault segments extending to
20 km depth; the elastic deformation associated with slip on these structures is shown in (b). (b) The solid black lines show contours of
velocity magnitude as a percentage of the northward block motion, with the fastest rates nearest the block boundaries. On the exterior block,
the elastic deformation decays to 10% within 15–30 km of the block boundaries, while ∼60% of the interior block area exceeds 50% of the
block motion signal. (c) Block motion and elastic deformation combine to produce a continuous velocity field typical of interseismic geodetic
observations. Here the velocity contours increase monotonically toward the center of the interior block, reaching a maximum of ∼70% of the
northward block motion.
block boundaries with left-lateral strike slip, right-lateral
strike slip, extensional tensile slip (opening mode), and contractional tensile slip (closing mode) at the west, east, south,
and north fault segments, respectively. Tensile-slip dislocation sources may serve as approximations to dipping reverse
and normal faulting structures (Souter, 1998). This approximation neglects realistic faulting geometry in contractional
and extensional environments but has been applied in dominantly strike-slip regimes (Becker et al., 2005; Meade and
Hager, 2005; McCaffrey, 2005), as the horizontal deforma-

2

small blocks (i.e., as in continuum theories) but rather the
combined effect of both block motions and earthquake cycle
processes.
Blocks motions in spherical coordinates can be defined
using a Cartesian rotation vector, Ω, passing through the
^ y;
^ z^T 
center of the Earth, as v^ B  Ω × x^ , where x^  x;
R cos ϕ cos θ; R cos ϕ sin θ; R sin θT are the Cartesian station
coordinates. Both the cross product and the conversion from
Cartesian to ENU velocity, v~ B , can be written in terms of
linear operators (Cox and Hart, 1986) as

 sin ϕ cos θ  sin ϕ sin θ
cos θ
v~ B  PV GB Ω  4  sin θ
 cos ϕ cos θ  cos ϕ sin θ

tion produced by a tensile dislocation is somewhat similar to
that produced by dipping faults (Fig. 2). Deformation due to
interseismic elastic strain accumulation is localized near each
segment boundary and cumulatively results in largely southward directed velocities within the interior block that reach
∼40% of the magnitude of the block motion (Fig. 1b). In this
simple example, the superposition of block motions and elastic strain accumulation produces an interseismic velocity
field with smooth velocity gradients near fault segments
(Fig. 1c). Here the apparently continuous interseismic velocity field does not result from the motion of a large number of

32
cos ϕ
0
0 54 ^z
 sin ϕ
y^

z^
0
x^

32 3
y^
Ωx^
x^ 54 Ωy^ 5:
Ωz^
0

(2)

The rotational velocities are tangent to the Earth’s surface
and thus have no vertical component. However, in order to
be complete, we describe the block model using a three
component velocity vector.
The second term of the velocity field (equation 1) is the
contribution from elastic strain accumulation due to the locking of faults during the interseismic part of the seismic cycle.
In the limiting case that faults do not creep from the surface
to an effective locking depth during the interseismic part of
the seismic cycle, the rate of elastic strain accumulation is
proportional to the long-term fault-slip rate (Savage and
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Burford, 1973). This near surface interseismic locking produces a smooth velocity gradient from block to adjacent
block across faults. This behavior has been observed across
strike-slip faults globally, including the San Andreas (Savage
and Burford, 1973), North Anatolian (Meade et al., 2002),
Dead Sea (Gomez et al., 2007), and Kunlun (Hilley et al.,
2005) faults, as well as thrust faults such as those at the
Himalayan Range Front (Bilham et al., 1997). The interseismic elastic velocity field may be effectively represented by a
coseismic slip deficit velocity resulting from either steady
slip on a down-dip extension of the seismogenic fault
(Savage and Burford, 1973) or as a result of a viscoelastic
earthquake cycle in the limit that the earthquake repeat interval divided by the Maxwell time is less than unity. The elastic
coseismic slip deficit velocity, v~ CSD , due to a slip, s, on a
single fault is given by
2

cos α

6
v~ CSD  Pα GO s  4 sin α
0

 sin α 0
cos α
0

32

where GO gives the partial derivatives of the elastic Green’s
functions describing station response to slip, s, on the fault
(Okada, 1985), and ss , sd , and st are the strike-, dip-, and
tensile-slip components of fault slip, respectively. The
Green’s functions describing surface displacements are linear
functions of slip and Poisson’s ratio but nonlinear functions
of the fault dip, strike, and locking depth and are solutions to
the Navier equations with a set of equivalent body forces at
block boundaries. The strike, α, of a rectangular fault segment with endpoint coordinates θfag ; ϕfag  and θfbg ; ϕfbg 
on a sphere is


α

tan1

planar Cartesian space using a Universal Transverse Mercator projection, the areal distortion reaches a maximum of
∼2%, while using this same projection for an area spanning
southern California to northern Alaska introduces an areal
distortion of ∼30%. Thus for large study areas a single map
projection may introduce substantial errors in the relative distance between faults and GPS stations. This is a particularly
important consideration due to the fact that the displacement
field arising from slip on an infinitely long strike-slip dislocation falls off as ∼r1 at distances greater than one locking depth away from the fault trace. To avoid this source
of spatial error we use optimal map projections for each fault
segment. By optimal, we mean a map projection that is
conformal yet produces minimal areal distortion in the
vicinity of the fault where the elastic effects are most pronounced. For each fault segment, we use an oblique Mercator

∂ v x =∂ss

76
0 54 ∂ v y =∂ss
1
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∂ v z =∂ss

∂ v x =∂sd

∂ v x =∂st

32

ss

3

∂ v y =∂sd

76 7
∂ v y =∂st 54 sd 5  GαO s;

∂ v z =∂sd

∂ v z =∂st

st

projection that is locally tangent to the fault trace and has a
pole 90° from the segment midpoint. The pole location is
given by the cross product of the Cartesian coordinates of
the two fault segment endpoints (a, b) as, p^ pole  p^ fag ×
p^ fbg . Because this coordinate system is locally tangent to
the surface of the sphere at the fault trace, the vertical displacements in planar Cartesian space, v z x, give the up component of the velocity field in ENU space. However, because
of the fact that the projection is oblique, the east and north
velocities must be rotated by the angle α from planar Cartesian coordinates to the east and north velocity components.


cos ϕfag sinθfag  θfbg 
;
cos ϕfbg sin ϕfag  sin ϕfbg cos ϕfag cosθfag  θfbg 

so that Pα rotates the velocity components to correct for the
fault strike.
The elastic deformation rate is calculated on a planar
surface in Cartesian space (Okada, 1985) requiring a projection to geographic coordinates. Traditionally, this problem
has been addressed by selecting a single map projection
for the study area of interest (e.g., Matsu’ura et al., 1986;
Feigl et al., 1993; Hashimoto and Jackson, 1993; Bennett
et al., 1996). Conformal map projections preserve angles exactly and thus the relative azimuths of velocities. However,
the areal distortion grows rapidly with the size of the study
area. For a study area the size of California projected into

(3)

(4)

The rotation matrix Pα exploits the choice of a conformal
 y orientation to
map projection and maps velocities from x,
the east and north components through a rotation.
The kinematically consistent slip rate at the midpoint of
a fault segment is proportional to the differential velocity
predicted by the relative rotation of the bounding blocks
(p and q in this case) on either side,

s  PF PV GΔ^v

Ωfpg
Ωfqg




 PF PV GB

GB



 Ωfpg
;
Ωfqg

(5)
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Figure 2. Horizontal deformation normal to the fault trace for
vertical tensile and dipping reverse faults. The four profiles shown
here are dip slip on a fault inclined 45° to the right (dashed gray line),
dip slip on a fault inclined 45° to the left (dotted gray line), the combined effect of both the right- and left-dipping faults (dotted black
line), and unit tensile slip on a vertical fault (black line). All faults
are assumed locked to 15 km, and the lower panel shows an idealized
representation of the model geometry at depth. The numbers following each profile label in the upper panel give the optimal slip rate for
each of the cases calculated to best match the deformation predicted
from the unit tensile-slip case. Note that for both the asymmetric
cases (45°) the best-fitting slip rate, 1.67,
p is greater than the
resolved kinematically consistent slip rate, 2 (equation 6).
where the matrix PF projects the differential east and north
block motion velocity into fault-slip components and GΔ^v
gives the differential velocity at a fault segment midpoint due
to the relative motion predicted by the rotation of the blocks
that bound a fault to the east and west. The product PV GΔ^v Ω
gives the differential east and north components of velocity
at the block boundary that can be rotated to obtain the fault
parallel, Δv∥ , and fault perpendicular, Δv⊥ , slip rates using
8
2
3
>
>
> cos α  sin α 0
>
>
4 0
>
0
05
>
>
<
sin
α
cos
α
0
PF  2
cos α
 sin α
>
>
>
> 4 sin α= cos δ cos α= cos δ
>
>
>
>
:
0
0

if δ  90°;
3
0
05
0

if δ ≠ 90°;

(6)
where δ is the fault dip. For any given fault segment we allow
only two slip components, strike slip and either dip or tensile
slip. In all cases, Δv∥ gives the strike-slip component of the
slip vector, ss . For vertical faults, Δv⊥ describes opening or
closing tensile motion across the fault, st , while for dipping
faults, Δv⊥ is the horizontal component of dip-slip motion,
sd  Δv⊥ = cos δ. This means that the dip-slip rate at depth
will always be greater than the fault convergence rate but will

be kinematically consistent with the horizontal block
motions at the Earth’s surface, where the constraining GPS
measurements are made (Fig. 2).
Geodetic studies have demonstrated spatial variability in
patterns of interseismic strain accumulation and its coseismic
release (e.g., Harris and Segall, 1987; Bürgmann et al.,
2005), indicating that a uniform slip on a single rectangular
fault plane may be insufficient to model the elastic deformation signal contained in the GPS data. To accurately model
complex fault morphology and allow for spatially variable
elastic coupling, we parameterize some fault surfaces using
TDEs (e.g., Comninou, 1973; Brown, 1975; Jeyakumaran
et al., 1992; Thomas, 1993; Meade, 2007a). Note that along
a fault segment with a TDE mesh, v~ CSD  0, that is, there is
no contribution to the elastic deformation field from a rectangular fault segment. Denoting the strike, dip, and tensile
components of TDE slip as t  ts ; td ; tt T , the elastic deformation contribution to the velocity field from an individual
TDE can be written as
v~ TDE  Pα GT t  GαT t;

(7)

where GT is a matrix of partial derivatives of Green’s functions describing displacements due to unit slip on a TDE
(Comninou, 1973; Brown, 1975; Jeyakumaran et al., 1992;
Thomas, 1993; Meade, 2007a). As in the case of the rectangular fault segments, we project the triangular element and
GPS station locations from spherical to Cartesian coordinates
using a locally tangent oblique Mercator projection identical
to the procedure described for the rectangular fault segments.
The strike of a TDE, α, is defined as the azimuth of the great
circle connecting two points lying at the same effective
Earth radius (Fig. 3). We choose one of these points to be the
intermediate-depth triangle vertex (pf2g ) and then determine
the coordinates of a second point along strike (pfasg ) by solving for the intersection between a straight line segment and a
sphere (e.g., Bourke, 1992):
pfasg  pf1g  fpf3g  pf1g 

(8)

p
with f  b  b2  4ac=2a, where a  jjpf3g 
pf1g jj2 , b  2pf1g · pf3g  pf1g , and c  ∥pf1g ∥2  2pf1g ·
pf3g   R02 . The straight line segment in this case is that
which connects the shallowest and deepest triangle vertices
(pf1g and pf3g ), and the sphere is centered at the center of the
Earth with radius equal to the effective Earth radius of the
intermediate-depth vertex (R0 ).
The nominally interseismic slip rates on a fault
surface with spatially variable coupling are not necessarily
kinematically consistent in the sense that they may differ
from slip components predicted from differential block
motion. Deviations from kinematically consistent (i.e., fully
coupled) fault-slip rates require interpretation as either some
sort of partial elastic coupling resulting from earthquake
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p

{1}

Partially coupled faults appear pervasive in subduction
zones, which, in many cases, have exceptionally large fault
areas due to their shallow dips. This means that modeling
subduction zones at the scales of interest often introduces
such a large number of TDEs that the problem will become
underdetermined. For example, tessellating the Nankai subduction zone at a mean length scale of 15 km requires 1868
TDEs, while the entire GeoNet GPS network in Japan has
only 1224 GPS stations (Sagiya et al., 2000). We regularize
the inversion by imposing smoothing constraints on TDE
slip vectors by solving for the slip distribution that simultaneously provides the best fit to the GPS data and simultaneously satisfies ∇2 t  0 (e.g., Harris and Segall, 1987;
Maerten et al., 2005). We express smoothing of the slip distribution around element i as

^

z

{as}

p

y^
p

{2}

{3}

p

R

O

^

x

α

Figure 3.
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Schematic diagram showing the geometry of a single

TDE, defined by its three vertices pfig . The element strike, α, is

determined by finding the azimuth of a horizontal line connecting
the intermediate-depth vertex, pf2g , with a point, pfasg , lying at
the same effective earth radius, R0 , along the side of the TDE
opposite pf2g .

cycle processes (Meade and Loveless, 2009) or physical
properties of the fault surface (e.g., Wallace et al., 2007).
In terms of the TDEs used here, the effective fault-slip rate
can be written as a scaled version of the kinematically consistent fault-slip rate, ti  χi tk
i , where χi is the so-called
coupling coefficient typically ranging from zero to one,
tk
i is the kinematically consistent slip rate, and the subscript
i refers to the component of slip. This has been treated as a
nonlinear problem where both χi and tk
i have been solved
for simultaneously using either iterative or fully nonlinear
estimation schemes (e.g., McCaffrey, 1995; Mazzotti et al.,
1999, 2000; McCaffrey, 2002; Nishimura et al., 2007).
However, fault slip that is not necessarily equal to that
predicted by differential block motions may be estimated
linearly by calculating t directly and then calculating the coupling coefficient a posteriori as χi  ti =tk
i . Further, we do
not constrain χi to lie in the range 0 ≤ χi ≤ 1 as this would
preclude the detection of coseismic sense slip that characterizes documented earthquakes, slow slip events (e.g.,
Dragert et al., 2001), and postseismic deformation (e.g.,
Nishimura et al., 2004), all of which would be represented
by negative χi values. The fully coupled and kinematically
consistent fault-slip rate is recovered with χi  1.

MT tfξg 

n fjg
2 X
t  tfig
 0;
fξg
L j1 lfijg

(9)

where the set of indices fξg refers to the element i and its n
neighboring elements, tfig is the slip on element i, lfijg is the
distance between
P the centroids of adjacent elements i and j,
and Lfξg  nj1 lfijg . Depending on the position of element
i within the mesh of TDEs, n may equal 1, 2, or 3; elements
within the mesh have 3 neighbors, those along the mesh perimeter may have 2 or 3, and those defining the mesh corners
have 1 or 2. Each row of the linear smoothing operator, MT ,
will have 1, 2, or 3 off-diagonal nonzero entries depending
on whether the corresponding element has 1, 2, or 3 neighbors, and the construction of the smoothing operator for the
full triangular mesh is described in the Appendix. Additionally, a priori TDE slip rate constraints may be applied,
BT t  tbc , with the nonzero entries of sparse matrix BT corresponding to those TDE slip components that are assumed.
For example, this constraint may be used to apply up- or
down-dip zero slip constraints on subduction zone interfaces
(e.g., Flück et al., 1997).
Thus far we have described velocity field contributions
from block rotations and elastic strain accumulation on
faults whose geometry we can explicitly represent. However,
our knowledge of the deforming structures at plate boundary zones is incomplete and other distributed-deformation
processes below the scale of model resolution may also contribute to the observed deformation field. In this case, intrablock deformation may represent faulting behavior at a scale
smaller than that represented in a particular model and possibly additional deformation process. To account for these
effects we follow McCaffrey (2005) and allow each of the
blocks to deform as a result of uniform strain on a sphere
(Love, 1906; Savage et al., 2001). This rheology-free parametrization serves as a means for quantifying intrablock deformation and determining its percent contribution to the overall
deformation budget. For each block, the contribution to the
velocity field resulting from intrablock strain is
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2

Rϕ  ϕ0  cos θ0
0
v~ ϵ_  Gϵ_ ϵ_  4
0

3
32
Rθ  θ0  π=2
0
ϵ_ϕϕ
Rϕ  ϕ0  cos θ0 Rθ  θ0  π=2 54 ϵ_ϕθ 5;
ϵ_θθ
0
0

where ϵ_ is the horizontal strain rate tensor and ϕ0 ; θ0  define
reference coordinates, where the magnitudes of the velocities
due to strain are zero. McCaffrey (2005) assumed that
ϕ0 ; θ0  were located at the centroid of each block. While
the block centroid does not necessarily represent the reference coordinates, locating these reference coordinates internal to each block ensures that the strain contributions for
each block are linearly independent and minimizes the
potential covariance of strain and rotation velocities. To
illustrate this point, consider the idealized scenario where
an Euler pole is located at the intersection of the equator
and the Greenwich meridian. The northward velocity due
to block rotation of a point located along the equator is
v~ B  Rω sin θ, where θ is longitude (equal to the angular distance between the observation coordinates and the Euler
pole), and ω is the rotation rate. From equation (10), the north
component of the velocity field due to homogeneous strain
interior to this block is v~ ϵ_  R_ϵϕθ θ  θ0 . The north velocity
components due to rotation and strain are similar where
sin θ ≈ θ  θ0 (i.e., when the Euler pole is near θ0, Savage
et al., 2001).
Summing the contributions from block rotations (equation 2) and internal block strain (equation 10), and subtracting the effect from elastic strain accumulation (equations 3
and 5–7), the nominally interseismic velocity v~ I (equation 1)
can be rewritten as the complete statement of the forward
problem,
v~ I  v~ B  ~vCSD  v~ TDE   v~ ϵ_


 PV GB  GαO PF PV 2 PΔ^v 

GαT

2 3
 Ω
Gϵ_ 4 t 5;
ϵ_

(11)
which is a statement of the forward model for the simple case
of one set of observation coordinates on a block moving with
respect to a fixed exterior block. In general, we do not know
the block motions, the spatial distribution of apparent elastic
coupling, or internal strain rates, and instead seek to estimate
these parameters given a set of present-day (≤ 20 yr) GPS
velocities, v~ GPS , and geologically determined fault-slip rate
constraints, sobs , while minimizing the gradient of the partially coupled slip distribution. Here we use the underbar
notation to indicate the vectors and matrices generalized
for an entire block model with multiple blocks, fault segments, GPS stations, etc., as shown in the Appendix. Additionally, boundary conditions such as no slip at the up- and/or
down-dip limits of a subduction interface may be applied to
the TDE slip distribution by specifying tbc . To solve for the
best-fitting set of rotational block motions, Ωest , TDE-slip

(10)

rate vectors, test , and internal block strain rate tensors, ϵ_ est ,
we generalize the linear combination (equation 11) for nS
GPS stations, nB blocks, nF fully coupled fault segments,
and nT TDEs, and use a weighted least-squares estimator:
2
3
2 est 3
v~ GPS
Ω
6
7
4 test 5  GT W G1 GT W6 sobs 7;
(12)
4
5
0
ϵ_ est
tbc
where W is the data, pseudodata, and boundary condition
weighting matrix given by
2

C1
GPS
6 0
6
W4
0
0

0
β 1 C1
obs
0
0

3
0
0
0
0 7
7;
0 5
β2 I
0 β 3 C1
bc

(13)

where CGPS is the GPS data covariance matrix, Cobs is the a
priori slip rate covariance matrix, I is the identity matrix,
Cbc is the TDE boundary condition covariance matrix, and
β i are the relative weights of the constraint data. The
a priori slip rates are weighted by β 1, the strength of the
smoothing constraint on the TDE-slip distribution is given
by β 2, and the weights of the a priori slip rates on TDEs
are given by β 3.
In equation (12), G is a combined generalized Jacobian
given by
2
3
PV GB  GαO PF PV 2 GΔ^v GαT Gϵ_
6
PF2 PV 3 GΔ^v2
0
0 7
7: (14)
G6
4
0
MT
0 5
BT
0
0
The matrices denoted with an underbar in G are versions
of the operators from equations (2), (5)–(7), and (10) generalized to multiple observation coordinates, blocks, fault
segments, and TDEs (see the Appendix). Equation (12) can
be solved directly for the case when the strain rate reference
coordinates, and the weights, β i , of the observations and
pseudodata are assumed. Alternatively, the strain rate reference coordinates can be estimated efficiently by using a
directed forward search that employs a penalty function to
ensure that they lie within a particular block’s boundaries.
Only Gϵ_ needs to be modified for each set of reference
coordinates; all other parameters can be estimated linearly,
simultaneously minimizing the combined velocity field,
a priori slip rates, and elastic coupling curvature residual.
Processes such as postseismic relaxation due to either afterslip or viscoelastic relaxation of the lower crust/upper mantle
may be superposed as additional deformation sources.
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To illustrate how block theory enables the velocity field
decomposition, we consider the GPS velocities in Japan from
the GeoNet network (Sagiya et al., 2000; see the Data and
Resources section). The velocities in this field are averaged
over the interval 1997–1999, and so they are not affected by
macroscale seismicity but are influenced by both onshore
faults and subduction zones (Hashimoto and Jackson,
1993; Le Pichon et al., 1998). The observed velocity field
is characterized by large trench-perpendicular velocities that
generally decrease toward the northwest when viewed in a
nominally Eurasian reference frame (Fig. 4a). Block models
including the four major islands of Japan (Loveless and
Meade, 2009) describe the observed velocity field to better
than 1:76 mm=yr (Fig. 4b). Comparing contributions to the
total velocity field from the estimated rotational (Fig. 4c) and
elastic deformation fields (kinematically consistent, Fig. 4e;
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block component of the interseismic velocity field points toward the Nankai trough (Fig. 4c) and the velocities due to
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(Fig. 4f). Because the elastic component of the velocity field
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Velocity field decomposition from block model of Japan. Thin gray lines are the model block boundaries. (a) Observed GPS
velocities in a nominal Eurasian reference frame. (b) Estimated model velocities from a block model equal to the sum of vectors in (c)–(f).
(c) Velocities due to rotation of each block. (d) Velocities due to internal block strain. (e) Elastic velocities from fully coupled and kinematically consistent fault slip on rectangular dislocations at block boundaries. (f) Elastic velocities from TDE parametrization of variably
coupled subduction zones. The large elastic velocities on the northeast tip of Hokkaido in (e) result from the transition from the portion of the
fault tessellated by TDEs to that represented by a fully coupled rectangular fault segment. The cumulative contribution of both spatially
variable coupling and the fully coupled rectangular subduction zone fault plane to the interseismic velocity field on Hokkaido can be seen
in (b). The thick gray block model segments in (f) denote those that line the edge of a TDE mesh.
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subduction zone would be underestimated. Note also that this
block model allows us to see that the southeasterly velocities
in Kyushu largely reflect the block motion, while the trenchperpendicular velocities in eastern Hokkaido have negligible
contributions from both block rotation and internal block
strain (Fig. 4d) and are instead dominated by elastic deformation. The effect of elastic deformation related to triangular
elements and full-coupled fault segments is apparent in
Figure 4e and f, where velocities measured at stations on the
northeastern tip of Hokkaido, Japan, are largely influenced
by the rectangular segment that lies beyond the extent of the
subduction zone tessellated by TDEs, which contribute heavily to the velocities measured elsewhere on Hokkaido.

Fault-Network Connectivity and Segment
Bounding Blocks
The methods described in the preceding section detail
the construction and solution of a single block model. In
practice it is often more useful to understand the behavior
of multiple instances of block models with different faultnetwork geometries in order to select between models and
quantify sensitivities. Fault-network geometries may differ
(in terms of which faults are considered as block boundaries,
fault azimuths, locking depths, the number of blocks, etc.)
and such variations affect the fault-slip rate and block motion
estimates. Most block model studies describe results from a
single prescribed configuration of faults and blocks, while
others present results from a preferred and small (< 5) number of alternative models (e.g., d’Alessio et al., 2005; Meade
and Hager, 2005; McCaffrey et al., 2007). Here we detail an
unsupervised algorithm that determines the geometric parameters necessary to construct equation (12).
Testing different possible model geometries requires
that the partial derivatives in equation (12) be calculated
for each candidate block and fault geometry. The addition
of a single fault segment can create a new block and thus
change which blocks bound multiple fault segments including those that are not immediately adjacent to the added
segment. While this is conceptually trivial, in practice it can
prove to be a logistically challenging and time consuming
bookkeeping exercise, especially so for models that include
large numbers of faults and blocks. The practical challenges
associated with the determination of the blocks that bound
each fault segment (hereinafter referred to as block labels)
has limited the study of multiple block model geometries
in the past. Here we introduce an unsupervised algorithm
that calculates the bounding block labels (e.g., p and q in
equation 5) on the basis of the fault system geometry alone,
without the need for a priori information about the total
number of faults, blocks, or even how the fault segments
are connected to one another.
The block closure and labeling algorithm requires that
each fault segment is described by a surface trace with
two endpoints, that no segment terminates at a location other
than at the intersection with another segment, and that no

segments strike exactly east–west or north–south. To begin
with, each segment will have no block labels associated with
it, that is, we have not yet determined which blocks bound
the segments to the east and west. We solve this problem by
extending previously hidden polygon algorithms for convex polygons (Franklin and Akman, 1986) to nonconvex
polygons. The basic steps are to determine (1) which fault
segments comprise a block, (2) the two unique labels of
the blocks on either side of each fault segment, and (3) which
of these two blocks are to the east and west of each segment.
This algorithm is described conceptually here and graphically and in pseudocode in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
The algorithm proceeds to determine the total number of
blocks and which segments bound each block by initially
and arbitrarily picking a segment endpoint and then finding
the other segments that connect to it at the opposite endpoint.
If multiple segments are connected to the second endpoint
then the leftmost of these along the look direction from
the first to second endpoint is selected as the next segment
in the block bounding polygon. For example, in Figure 5a,
the fault segment sf1g intersects with segments sf2g and sf12g
at its eastern termination (gray shaded region). Along the
look direction (indicated by the arrow), the segment sf2g
is the leftmost and will be selected as the next segment in
the block. Similarly, at the eastern end of sf2g , sf3g is the
left-handed path and is thus chosen over sf7g. The traverse
starting from the western endpoint of fault segment sf1g proceeds in the sequence
sf1g → sf2g → sf3g → sf4g → sf5g → sf6g ;
at which point the starting segment, sf1g , is reached and the
polygon defining a single block is complete. However, if the
easternmost endpoint of s1 were chosen first, then the look
direction would be opposite to the direction shown in
Figure 5a and the left-hand circulation rule determines the
fault segments that define the exterior block,
sf1g → sf6g → sf5g → sf4g → sf11g → sf10g → sf9g → sf8g
→ sf15g → sf14g → sf13g → sf12g
(block D in Figure 5b), enclosing each of the smaller blocks
(A, B, and C). This left-hand rule ensures that the closure
algorithm never traverses a block that contains another block
unless it is the block that contains all other blocks, termed the
exterior block (Fig. 6). After completing the traverse from all
possible starting points, the number of uniquely defined
polygons is equal to the total number of blocks. For each
fault segment we can then determine which two blocks
bound the segment by noting that a given fault segment
can occur in no more than two different sets of polygon
coordinates (Fig. 6). To identify the relative arrangement
of the two bounding blocks, we make use of a test point
(TP in Fig. 5a) that is placed 1 m due west of the midpoint
longitude and latitude of a given segment. This places the test
point within one of the two bounding blocks. For bounding
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Figure 5. Geometry and results of block closure and labeling algorithm. The closure algorithm uses the endpoint coordinates of each
fault segment to determine how many blocks there are and which blocks bound each fault segment to the east and west. (a) Geometry of the
15 fault segments and arrows indicating the direction of circulation starting from the western (leftmost) end point (hollow gray circle) of
segment sf1g . As the algorithm moves counterclockwise from the western to eastern endpoint of sf1g , the leftmost branch at the triple junction
(solid gray circle) is chosen, following segment sf2g rather than sf12g . The block is considered closed when the original segment is returned to
after traversing all segments jF . The relative locations of the two bounding blocks (east and west) are determined for each fault segment by
assessing whether or not a test point, TP, perturbed to the west of the segment midpoint, lies within the polygon. (b) The results of the block
closure and labeling algorithm are shown here with A, B, C, and D as the labels for the four blocks (shaded), with block D termed the exterior
block. Each segment is now associated with two labels separated by a comma, with the label of the western block to the left and the eastern
block to the right.
blocks p and q (following equation 5), if the test point is
within the polygon defined by all of the segments associated
with block p, then block p lies to the west of the current fault
segment. Alternatively, if the test point does not lie within the
polygon defining block p, then it must lie within block q,
and therefore block q lies to the west of the fault segment
midpoint (Fig. 6). With the ordered vertices defining each
block determined, it is trivial to assign a block label k to each
station denoting the block on which it lies. This information is required to construct the generalized matrices in
equation (14) (see the Appendix). This simple algorithm
is a deterministic calculation and enables the efficient calculation of bounding block geometry and facilitates the modeling of multiple fault system geometries.

Discussion and Conclusions
GPS determined velocity fields provide decadal scale
snapshots of the earthquake cycle behavior at plate boundary
zones (e.g., GeoNet in Japan, Southern California Integrated
GPS Network [SCIGN] in the United States). Here we
describe a linear theory for block models to simultaneously
estimate Euler poles, fault-slip rates, elastic coupling, and
homogeneous intrablock strain in a spherical coordinate system. This theory provides a means for quantifying the roles
played by both individual faults and crustal blocks to understand the internal consistency of proposed tectonic models.
Additionally, block theory allows for the prediction of faultslip rates and nominally interseismic velocities in regions
where data are currently absent. These models have the potential to describe the majority of geodetically observed plate
boundary zone deformation down to the ∼1 mm=yr level
(Meade, 2007b).

Understanding the implications of multiple tectonic
models with different fault system geometries is necessary
to precisely pose and answer questions about regional tectonics. To facilitate the analysis of alternative fault system
geometries, we have developed an unsupervised block closure and labeling algorithm that determines the total number
of blocks and which blocks lie to the east and west of each
fault segment based solely on the geometry of the fault
network. This algorithm allows for the efficient analysis
of multiple fault-network geometries, so that fault slip uncertainties can be estimated not simply with respect to velocity
field uncertainties, but also with respect to perturbations in
fault system geometry including the effects of reducing or
increasing the number of blocks. Construction of a block
geometry is based on maps of active faults and seismicity.
However, the spatial incompleteness of fault maps means
that assembling a block geometry requires choices to be
made in terms of which faults are considered and how each
fault connects to others in the network. In addition to constraining fault-slip rates on previously recognized structures,
block models may also help to identify faults whose tectonic
significance was previously unknown, particularly in regions
where active fault maps are incomplete.
Geodetic data now regularly provide spatially dense
measurements of a nominally interseismic part of the seismic
cycle. Block models are used to interpret these observations to
estimate present-day fault-slip rates, block rotation rates, fault
coupling, intrablock, and elastic strain accumulation rates.
These quantities can be compared to both longer term
deformation rates constrained by paleoseismological techniques, paleomagnetic observations, historical earthquake
catalogs, and tectonic reconstructions as well as shorter term
deformation reflected in coseismic slip distributions. These
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Q F = n F × n F matrix of zeros, temporary storage (nF is number of segments)
L e = n F × 1 matrix of zeros, east block label
L w = n F × 1 matrix of zeros, west block label
for all segments ( i F ) do
Find segment j F connected to segment i F
nj = 1
while i F ≠ j F do
Add segment index j F to block boundary segment list, Q F (i F , n j ) = j F
Find next connecting segment, j F
nj = nj + 1
end while
end for
Identify unique blocks, Q B as the n B unique rows of Q F
for all blocks ( i B ) do
for all non-zero elements of row i B of Q B , j do
if L e (Q B (j )) = 0 then
Assign current block label i B as east label, L e (Q B (j )) = i B
else
Assign current block label i B as west label, L w (Q B (j )) = i B
end if
end for
end for
for all segments ( i F ) do
if L e (i F ) = 0 then
Assign exterior block label as east label, L e (i F ) = n B + 1
end if
if L w (i F ) = 0 then
Assign exterior block label as west label, L w (i F ) = n B + 1
end if
Create test point, TP, west of segment
i F mid-point
if TP not interior to block L w (i F ) then
Swap east and west labels L e (i F ) ↔ L w (i F )
end if
end for
Figure 6.

Pseudocode describing the block closure and labeling algorithm shown graphically in Figure 5.

comparisons have revealed varying degrees of agreement
between geodetically and geologically determined fault-slip
rates, including consistency along the Carrizo segment of
the San Andreas fault (Sieh and Jahns, 1984; Meade and
Hager, 2005) and apparent discrepancies in locales such as
the strike-slip dominated eastern California shear zone (Oskin
and Iriondo, 2004) and the largely extensional Basin and
Range province (Friedrich et al., 2003) of the western United
States.
The model utilized in this article is based on an idealized
concept of a two-phase earthquake cycle model consisting
of coseismic and steady-state interseismic periods. The assumption of steady-state interseismic deformation is strictly
justified only in the case of the relatively high viscosity lower

crust/upper mantle and/or relatively long earthquake repeat
intervals. In contrast, relatively low viscosity viscoelastic
models have been successfully used to explain both short
and long wavelength postseismic deformation (e.g., Pollitz
et al., 2000). These models make specific predictions as to
the surface deformation rates throughout an entire earthquake
cycle (Nur and Mavko, 1974; Savage and Prescott, 1978;
Savage, 2000; Hetland and Hager, 2005, 2006) challenging
the notion of a steady interseismic velocity field. The application of viscoelastic models to nominally interseismic velocity
fields has remained somewhat limited and focused on the
use of Maxwell rheologies for the lower crust/upper mantle
(e.g., Savage and Lisowski, 1998; Pollitz et al., 2008). The
development of earthquake cycle models with generalized
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linear (Hetland and Hager, 2005) and nonlinear rheologies
may lead to the wider application of viscoelastic models
due to the fact that deformation gradients may be localized
near faults late in the earthquake cycle, consistent with geodetic observations prior to large earthquakes (e.g., McClusky
et al., 2000; Meade et al., 2002). Viscoelastic models of earthquake cycle processes may also be combined with the block
model framework to better understand tectonic motions, the
layered rheology of the lithosphere, and perhaps, earthquake
histories (e.g., Hetland and Hager, 2006).
Integrating instantaneous fault and block system activity
through geologic time is an emerging challenge connecting
earthquake cycle mechanics with the tectonic evolution of
plate boundary zones. Dolan et al. (2007) have suggested
coordinated changes in fault system activity between the
Los Angeles basin and the eastern California shear zone
through the Holocene, while Bennett et al. (2004) have considered how the southern San Andreas and San Jacinto faults
may act in concert to accommodate Pacific–North American
plate motions throughout the Quaternary. In these cases it has
been argued that the acceleration of slip on one part of a fault
system is accompanied by a corresponding deceleration on
another so that the total slip budget is left unchanged. While
the physical processes that control the development of plate
boundary zones in geologic time are currently debated (e.g.,
Dolan et al., 2007), block models provide a spatially coherent final condition against which temporal evolution models
can be tested.

Data and Resources
The Global Positioning System data used in this study
were collected by the Geographical Survey Institute of Japan
and obtained from the Japan Association of Surveyors.
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Appendix
Assembly of Generalized Matrices
The matrices with underbars in equation (14) are generalized versions of the corresponding matrices in the main text
replicated to the appropriate number of rows and columns
necessary to accommodate the fault and block system geometry, a priori constraints, smoothing constraints, and GPS
velocities. Here we show how each of these matrices can be
assembled from their constituent parts. Parameters inside
curly braces refer to a specific element of a vector or matrix
while those inside parentheses indicate that a matrix or vector
is a function of the given parameters. In each case the counting variables i and j should be iterated over all possible
values. The subscripts S, F, B, and T indicate GPS stations
(nS total), faults (nF total), blocks (nB total), and TDEs (nT
total), respectively. For the subsequent matrices, we construct each from the basic 3 × 3 matrices and let each of
the counting variables index into each 3 × 3 block of the generalized matrices. Throughout, N  3n .
Starting with the top row of equation (14), the generalized matrix of partial derivatives for each GPS station with
respect to the Cartesian rotation vector for the block on
which it lies is given by a sparse N S × N B matrix, GB , with
nonzero entries at
GB fiS ; kfiS gg  GB iS ;

(A1)

where k is a vector of block labels for all stations, and the
terms in curly brackets give submatrix indices into which the
appropriate GB should be placed for each GPS station, iS . GB
is a function of the iS element of the generalized station
coordinate array including, for example, Cartesian vectors
containing station location, x^ , y^ , and z^ .
The generalized matrix PV converting the XYZ rotation
velocities to ENU velocities is block diagonal,
PV fiS ; iS g  PV iS ;

(A2)

where PV is a function of the iS element of the generalized
^ y,
^
Cartesian vectors containing all station coordinates, x,
and z^.
The generalized matrix, GΔ^v (N F × N B ), containing the
partial derivatives of the differential Cartesian velocities at
fault midpoints is nonzero at
GΔ^v fiF ; pfiF gg  GB iF 

(A3)

GΔ^v fiF ; qfiF gg  GB iF ;

(A4)

and

where the east and west block label vectors p and q are
determined by the block closure and labeling algorithm
described in the main text. Similarly, for the nap a priori
fault-slip rate constraints GΔ^v2 is an N B × 3nap matrix.
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Table A1
List of Symbols Used in This Article
Symbol

^ y;
^ z^
x^  x;
x~  θ; ϕ; R
x
α
δ
fig
θ0 , ϕ0
lfijg

Matrix Size

3nS
3nS
3nS
nF or nT
nF or nT
1
nB
1

v^
v~
v
vI
vB
vE
vϵ_
vCSD
vTDE

3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS
3nS

vGPS
sobs
0
tbc
CGPS
Cobs
Cbc

3nS
nap
3nT
nbc
3nS × 3nS
nap × nap
nbc × nbc

β1
β2
β3
R
R0

1
1
1
1
1

Ω
t
ϵ_
s

3nB
3nT
3nB
3nF

PV
PV 2
PF
PF2
PΔv
GB
GαO
GαT
Gϵ_
MT
BT

Description

Geometric Parameters
Cartesian
spherical
planar
fault strike
fault dip
(superscripted) index of geometric entity
strain reference coordinates
distance between centroids of elements i and j
Velocity Vectors
Cartesian
spherical
planar
interseismic
block rotation
total elastic strain accumulation
intrablock strain rate
coseismic slip deficit
TDE
Known Quantities
set of GPS velocities
a priori fault-slip rates
curvature minimization (smoothing) vector
triangular element boundary conditions
GPS data covariance matrix
a priori slip rate covariance matrix
triangular boundary condition covariance matrix
Constants
a priori slip rate weighting
TDE slip smoothing weighting
TDE boundary condition weighting
Earth’s radius
effective Earth radius
Solution Vectors
Cartesian rotation
TDE slip
intrablock strain rate tensor component
rectangular segment slip vector

Linear Operators—Each Submatrix is 3 × 3
3nS × 3nS
Cartesian to ENU conversion
3nF × 3nF
Cartesian to ENU conversion
3nF × 3nF
east, north to strike- and dip-slip conversion
nap × 3nF
east, north to strike- and dip-slip conversion
3nF × 3nB
differential block motion to fault slip projection
3nS × 3nB
cross product
3nS × 3nF
rectangular dislocation element Green’s functions
3nS × 3nT
TDE Green’s functions
3nS × 3nB
strain rate tensor components
3nF × 3nF
TDE slip distribution smoothing
nbc × 3nT
TDE boundary conditions identity matrix

The * subscript denotes a wildcard, applicable to any variable of the noted form. The
matrix sizes are given as multiples of the number of variables used in the model: nS is the
number of GPS stations, nF is the number of rectangular fault segments, nT is the number
of TDEs, nB is te number of blocks, nap is the number of a priori fault-slip rate constraints,
and nbc is the number of TDE slip rate constraints.
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The differential Cartesian velocities are rotated to an ENU
coordinate system by an N F × N F block diagonal matrix,
PV 2 fiF ; iF g  PV iF ;

(A5)

and these differential velocities are projected onto the fault
geometry by an N F × N F block diagonal matrix,
PF fiF ; iF g  PF iF ;

(A6)

to give the two components of fault slip, Δv∥ and Δv⊥ .
Similarly, for the nap a priori fault-slip rate constraints
PV 3 is a 3nap × 3nap matrix. PF2 is constructed initially as
a 3nF × 3nF with submatrices PF , then reduced to a 3nap ×
3nap matrix by maintaining only the rows associated with the
nap a priori slip rate constraints.
The partial derivatives for the kinematically consistent
fault-slip rates on rectangular fault segments are given by
the dense matrix GO composed of N S × N F submatrices,
modified by the fault azimuth α,
GαO fiS ; jF g  GαO iS ; jF :

GαT fiS ; jT g  GαT iS ; jT :

(A8)

The last contribution to the velocity field is from the internal
block strain rates, Gϵ_ (N S × N B ), given by
Gϵ_ fiS ; jB g  Gϵ_ iS ; jB :

n fjg
2 X
t  tfig
 0;
Lfξg j1 lfijg

MT tfξg 

(A9)

A set of nap a priori (typically geological) constraints on
fault-slip rates are given in the second row of equation (14).
The differential Cartesian velocities at each fault midpoint
with an a priori fault-slip rate constraint are PΔ^v2 fiF ;
pap fiF gg  GB iF  and PΔ^v2 fiF ; qap fiF gg  GB iF ,
where pap and qap are vectors containing the east and west
block labels for each of the fault segments with an a priori
fault-slip rate constraint. These labels are determined by the
same block closure and labeling algorithm as is used to
determine p and q. The differential velocities are converted to strike-slip and dip- or tensile-slip components
by PF2 fiF ; iF g  PF iF .
We express smoothing of the slip distribution around
element i as

(A10)

where the set of indices fξg refers to the element i and its n
neighboring elements.
Expanding (A10) for the case when n  3 (i.e., element
i does not lie on the edge of the mesh) gives




2
lfi1g  lfi2g  lfi3g



 0;

tf1g  tfig tf2g  tfig tf3g  tfig


lfi1g
lfi2g
lfi3g



2

lfi1g  lfi2g  lfi3g

tf2g
tf3g
 fi2g  fi3g
l
l


t

fig

l

1


fi1g

1

l


fi2g

1
lfi3g






tf1g
lfi1g

 0;
and expressing as a linear operator gives

(A7)

Similarly, the partial derivative matrices used to calculate the
contribution from the TDEs to the observed velocity field
comprise the N S × N T generalized matrix modified by the
azimuths of the elements:
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2


γ f

d1

d2

γmT tfξg  0;

tfig

3

6
7
6 tf1g 7
6
d3 6 f2g 7
7  0;
4t 5
tf3g
MT tfξg  0;

(A11)

P
where γ  2=Lfξg , dj  1=lfijg , and f  nj1 1=lfijg .
When the generalized linear smoothing operator, MT , is constructed for the entire mesh of nT TDEs, MT is a square,
3nT × 3nT sparse matrix with each row serving to smooth
one component of the element slip vector, tfig . Entries
γf lie on the main diagonal, and the off-diagonal elements
(of form γdj ) of each row multiply the appropriate slip component of the adjacent elements, tfjg . The generalized matrix,
BT , corresponding to nbc TDE boundary conditions is an
nbc × 3nT sparse matrix.
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